• S = Number of viewed snippets • V = Number of SERPs viewed per query
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
■ How is net benefit for above models correlated with user satisfaction? Does higher net benefit always yield a satisfied user.
• While query cost-benefit models are strongly correlated with user satisfaction, search cost-benefit models have weaker correlation. ■ How do the coefficients in above models vary for search sessions on mobile? At present, coefficients are determined from desktop based user studies.
• Coefficients for mobile differ from desktop, more for query cost benefit models than search cost-benefit models.
Query Cost-Benefit Model [1]
Where k is a scaling factor and is diminishing returns of typing subsequent words
Where k is a scaling factor, and are user's frequency of issuing multiple queries and reading multiple documents respectively.
• We can estimate parameters k and α by minimizing squared loss between satisfaction labels obtained from a lab study and net profit.
• Figure 1 is the distribution of Net Profit for different query lengths with different values of k and α.
• Parameter values Cw = 2.18, k = 8.5 and α = 3.0 yield best fit on our data and are highly correlated with SERP level satisfaction labels. • On minimizing the squared difference between satisfaction and net profit, we obtain k = 2.0 and β = 0.30.
• Pearson Correlation between SERP satisfaction labels and net profit obtained by search cost-benefit model is lower than query cost-benefit model. 
